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F.B. Jones used the Axiom of Choice to define a real valued function of one variable, whose 
graph intersects every closed subset of the plane that projects onto an uncountable set in the first 
coordinate [ll]. More recently it has been shown that such a function is almost continuous [12]. 
We use this function to construct a connected space with a dispersion point. And we show that 
Jones’ construction is of central importance in the theory of noncontinuous retractions, which 
preserve the fixed point property. In particular, we use Jones’ construction to characterize the 
absolute quasi retracts. 
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Introduction 
The symbols X, Y, and Z will denote topological spaces. A map is a continuous 
function. When f: X + Y may not be continuous, we refer to it simply as the function 
J: The graph of a function f: X + Y is the subset of X x Y consisting of the points 
(x, f(x)); this set will be symbolized r(f). Let p1 : X x Y + X and p2: X x Y + Y 
denote the projection functions defined by the equations pl(x, y) = x, and p2(x, y) = y. 
A space X has the jixed-point property if for every map f: X + X there exists an x 
in X such that f(x) = x. 
In 1958, John Stallings [19] defined a class of functions, which he called almost 
continuous for the purpose of studying the fixed point property. 
Definition [19]. A function f: X + Y is almost continuous if for each open set U of 
X x Y containing the graph off there exists a map g :X + Y whose graph is also 
in U. 
By A(X, Y) we denote the class of all almost continuous functions from X to Y. 
Kellum [12] noticed that Definition 1 is equivalent to saying that: 
A function f: X + Y is almost continuous if and only if the graph off intersects 
each closed subset K of X x Y that intersects the graph of every map g : X + Y. 
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Consequently if f: X + Y is not almost continuous then there exists a closed subset 
K of X x Y that misses the graph off and K intersects the graph of every map 
g : X + Y Kellum called K a blocking set off If no proper subset of K is a blocking 
set off, then K is called an irreducible blocking set off If X is compact, then a 
routine application of Zorn’s Lemma yields that each blocking set off contains an 
irreducible blocking set of J: Let I denote the closed interval {t: 0 G t s 1). 
Lemma [ 121. If K is an irreducible blocking set off: I + I, then p,( K) is a nondegener- 
ate interval. 
Theorem 2 [12]. There exists an almost continuous function k in A(I, I) whose graph 
is dense in I x I. 
Proof. Let C denote the collection of all closed subsets K of I x I, such that p,(K) 
is uncountable. The cardinality of C is equal to the cardinality of each p,(K). 
Therefore, by using transfinite induction, we can define k so that for each K in C 
there exists an x in I such that (x, k(x)) is an element of K. The above Lemma 
implies that k is almost continuous. By construction the graph of k is dense in 
IXI. 0 
The idea in the proof of Theorem 2 of using transfinite induction to define k, was 
used by F.B. Jones in 1940 to construct a function f: R + R whose graph is dense 
in R x R, and which satisfies the equation f(x + y) = f (x) +f (y) [ 111. In fact the 
proof of Theorem 2 can be modified, to define an almost continuous function 
k: R + R whose graph is dense in R x R [12]. 
A connected space with a dispersion point 
A topological space is totally disconnected if each of its connected components 
is a one point set. Suppose X is a connected space, and that there exists a point p 
in X such that X -{p} is totally disconnected, then p is called a dispersion point 
of X. There are many known examples of connected spaces with a dispersion point 
[ 151, some of which are countable [ 16, 171. We will construct an example by using 
the function k of Theorem 2. We will need to use the following: 
Theorem 3 [ 19, p. 2601. If X x Y is a completely normal Hausdorff space, where X is 
connected, and if f : X + Y is almost continuous, then the graph off is connected. 
We define the map g: I x I + I x I by the equation: 
g(x, Y) = (XY, Yh 
Let k be the almost continuous function of Theorem 2, and let 
X = g(T(k)). 
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It follows from Theorem 3 and the continuity of g, that X is connected. We claim 
that the point p = (0,O) is a dispersion point of X. Assume on the contrary that a 
and b are two distinct points of a component C of X - {p}. Notice that g-’ restricted 
to X -{p} is a single-valued function. Let x = p&‘(a), and z =p,g-l(b). Because 
k is a function and a f b, we conclude that x f z. We may assume with no loss of 
generality that x < z. It follows from the definition of k that there exists a point Y, 
satisfying x < 0 < z, and such that k(v) = 0. Then the sets {g( t, y): 0 < t < ~7, y E I} n C 
and {g( t, y): u < t G 1, y E I} n C form a separation of C, a contradiction. Therefore, 
C must contain only one point, hence X -{p} is totally disconnected. 
The Axiom of Choice and quasi retractions 
The class of almost continuous functions was introduced originally by Stallings, 
for the purpose of studying the fixed-point property [19]. Stallings observed the 
following: 
(1) If X is a Hausdorff space with the fixed-point property, then in fact every 
almost continuous function f: X + X has a fixed point; and 
(2) If g:X+X is continuous and f:X+X is almost continuous, then the 
composition gf is almost continuous. 
It follows that, if X is an AR (compact metric) and q: X + X is an almost 
continuous function for which q(X) is compact and q2 = q, then q(X) has the 
fixed-point property. We call such a function q a quasi retraction, and say that the 
compactum Y = q(X) is a quasi retract of X. 
Stallings asked the following question, which he attributed to Borsuk: Is every 
acyclic planar continuum a quasi retract of a disk? An affirmative answer would 
imply that every acyclic planar continuum has the fixed-point property, thus solving 
a long-standing problem. This question went unanswered until 1981, when we [l] 
observed that, if Y is a quasi retract of X, then the cone C(Y) is a quasi retract of 
C(X). Hence, if Y is a quasi retract of a disk D (or any AR), then C(Y) is a 
quasi-retract of C(D), and therefore both Y and C( Y) is a quasi retract of C(D), 
and therefore both Y and C(Y) have the fixed-point property. Earlier, Knill [14] 
had shown that, if X is the disk with a spiral (Fig. l), then C(Y) does not have 
the fixed-point property. Thus, Y cannot be a quasi retract of a disk. 
Fig. 1 
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Despite the negative answer to the Borsuk-Stallings question, quasi retractions 
may yet be useful, in conjunction with other techniques, for attacking the problem 
concerning the fixed point property of acyclic planar continua. For example, it was 
shown independently by Bell [4], and Sieklucki [18] that if there exists an acyclic 
planar continuum Y without the fixed-point property, then Y must contain an 
indecomposable subcontinuum in its boundary. If it could be shown that such 
continua are quasi retracts of disks, the problem would be solved. 
Furthermore, the study of quasi retracts of AR’s can lead to other interesting 
results in fixed point theory. For instance, it was also shown in [l] that, if Y is a 
quasi retract of X, then the product Y x E with any AR is a quasi retract of X x E. 
Thus, for Y a quasi retract of an AR, not only do the spaces Y and C(Y) have 
the fixed-point property, but so also does the product of Y with any AR. 
Before proceeding further, we should note the following topological invariance 
property for quasi retracts of AR’s: 
Proposition [l]. Let Y c X and Y’c X’, where X and X’ are AR’s, and Y is 
homeomorphic to Y’. Then Y is a quasi retract of X if and only if Y’ is a quasi retract 
of X’. 
Definition. A compactum X is an absolute quasi retract (AQR) if it is homeomorphic 
to a quasi retract of the Hilbert cube Q. 
Thus any compactum which imbeds as a quasi retract of some AR is an absolute 
quasi retract, and in fact a quasi retract of every AR in which it imbeds. 
The following theorem summarizes the relation between the fixed-point property 
and the absolute quasi retracts: 
Theorem 4 [ 11. For Y an AQR, not only does Y itself have the jixed-point property, 
but so do the cone over Y, the suspension of Y, and the product of Y with any AR. 
The closure of {(x, sin(l/x)): -1 <x < 1, x # 0}, the cone over the Cantor set, 
Knaster’s U-continuum [15, p. 2051, and Ingram’s T-like nonchainable continuum 
[lo] are examples of quasi retracts of any disk containing them [ 11. Therefore these 
spaces possess the strong fixed-point property described by Theorem 4. More 
applications of Theorem 4 appear in [l] and [2]. 
If we alter the definition of a quasi retraction to require that q E A(X, Y), instead 
of q E A(X, X), we obtain a class of functions different from the quasi retractions, 
which we call almost continuous retractions. And we call Y an almost continuous 
retract of X. For a contrast of these two types of retractions we refer the interested 
reader to [8], [9] and [l]. It is easy to see that A(X, Y) is a subset of A(X, X), 
hence an almost continuous retract of X is a quasi retract of X, but the converse 
is not true. Kellum investigated the almost continuous retractions and has the 
following theorem. 
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Theorem 5 [13]. Let Y be a second countable space. Y is the almost continuous image 
of a Peano continuum P if and only if Y is almost Peano. 
That Y is almost Peano means that for each finite collection of nonempty open 
subsets of Y there is a Peano continuum in Y which intersects each of them. Using 
this result we see that the closure of {(x, sin(l/x)): -1 <x< 1, x# 0) is not the 
almost continuous retract of a disk containing it. But as we mentioned above, this 
space is a quasi retract of a disk and hence an AQR. 
In proving the ‘if’ part of Theorem 5, Kellum used Jones’ construction, to define 
an almost continuous function of a closed interval onto Y. And he asked the author 
the following question: 
Assume Y is an AQR. Can one use Jones’ construction to define a quasi retraction 
q of the Hilbert cube Q onto Y? 
We will answer this question affirmatively, and in fact we will use Jones’ construc- 
tion to obtain a characterization of the absolute quasi retracts. 
Henceforth we will use d to denote the usual metric of the Hilbert cube Q. If S 
is a subset of Q, then by bd S, cl S, and diam S we denote the boundary, the closure, 
and the diameter of S respectively. A point x in Q is e-close to S if d(x, y) < E for 
all y in S. 
Lemma 1 (cf. [3]). A function q : X + X is a quasi retraction of an AR if and only if 
for each neighborhood U of the graph of q, there exists a map g: X + X that keeps 
q(X) = YJixed, and whose graph is also in U. 
Proof. For the ‘if’ part let A : X x X x I + X be an equiconnecting map for X, i.e., 
A(x,,x2,0)=x,, A(x1,x2,1)=x2, and h(x,x,t)=x for all x,,x~,xEX and tel 
(see [5]). Let Ay denote the diagonal in Y x Y. Since Ay c T(q)c U, there exists 
an open neighborhood W of A, in X x X such that for each (w, w’) E W and t E I, 
(w, A(w, w’, t))E U. 
Consider V = W u (X - Y) x X; note that V is a neighborhood of P(q) in X x X. 
By our hypothesis on q, there exists a map f: X + X with r(f) c U n V. Then 
{(y, f(y)): y E Y} = W, and by continuity off there exists a neighborhood G of Y 
in X such that {(x, f(x)): x E G} c W. Let (Y : X + I be a Urysohn map with o( Y) = 0 
and a(X - G) = 1. 
We now define the desired map g : X +X by the formula g(x) = A(x,f(x), (Y(X)). 
Clearly, g 1 Y = id. For any x E X - G, we have (x, g(x)) = (x, f (x)) E U. And for 
x E G, we have (x,f(x)) E W, which implies that (x, g(x)) = (x, A(x,f(x), a(x))) E U. 
Thus T(g) c U. 
For the ‘only if’ part we only need to show that q keeps Y fixed. Let y E Y. For 
every E > 0, consider the open set U, = X x X -{(y, z): d(z, q(y)) > E}, which is a 
neighborhood of the graph of q. Therefore there exists a map g : X + X that keeps 
Y fixed, and whose graph is also in U,. Hence d(y, q(y)) < e. Since E was chosen 
arbitrarily, q(y) = y. 0 
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Lemma 2. Let Z be a closed totally disconnected subset of a metric space X, and let 
E > 0. Any collection of open sets in X that covers Z, can be refined to aJinite subcover 
{Ai} of Z, such that diam Ai < E, and cl Ai n cl A, = 0 for i fj. 
A proof of Lemma 2 is obtained by applying Theorems 4, 5, and 6 of [6], and a 
routine argument. 
Let Y be a closed subset of an AR space X, and consider the collection C of all 
closed subsets B of X x X such that the graph of every map f: X + X that fixes Y, 
must intersect B. The diagonal of X x X belongs to C, hence C is nonempty. Zorn’s 
Lemma implies that the collection z( Y) of irreducible elements in C is nonempty. 
For a given B in x( Y) let 
r(B) = PJP;‘( Y) n Bl. 
Theorem 6. Assume Y is an AQR. Given a B in E( Y), either c(B) - Y is uncountable, 
or B = {(y, y)} for some y in Y, or {x} x Y is a subset of B for some x in X - Y. 
Proof. Lemma 1 implies that if q:X +X is a quasi retraction of X onto Y, then 
the graph of q intersects B. Hence if r(B) - Y is empty then the irreducibility of 
B implies that B = {(y, y)} for some y in Y. 
Assume that z-(B) - Y is nonempty but countable, and that {x} x Y is not a subset 
of B for every x in X. Note that T(B) - Y is totally disconnected, and that B 
contains a point b such that p,(b) is an element of X - Y and p2(b) is an element 
of Y Since B is irreducible, it does not intersect the diagonal of Y x Y. Therefore 
there exists an E > 0 such that for all x in X and y in Y, if d(x, y) < E then (x, y) 
is not an element of B. 
For k = 1,2,3, . . . , let Nk denote the set of all points in X that are a2-k-close to 
Y. For simplicity we assume N, # X. (We can always do so by choosing a smaller 
E). Let k, = max (2, min{k: T(B) - Nk # 0)). By assumption {x} x Y is not a subset 
of B for any x in n(B) - Nk, . Therefore there exists a y, in Y, and an open set G, 
containing x, such that cl G, x {yX} misses B. Now since T(B) - Nk, is a closed 
totally disconnected subset of X, by using Lemma 2 we may refine the collection 
{G,: x E n(B) - N,,} to a finite open cover (0;) of T(B) - Nk,, such that diam Q < 
~2~~(‘)whereS(l)=k,+l,andclQnclD~=e)ifi#j. 
Let U, be the union of Nk, with every Di whose closure intersects the closure of 
Nk,. We rename the collection {Q: cl Q n cl Nk, = 0} (which may be empty) to 
{Goi: 1,2,. . . , no}. For each G,i there exists an x in r(B) - Nk, such that G,i is a 
subset of G,. Let yoi = yx_ By construction the closure of each Goi misses the closure 
of U,, and Nk, c U, c cl U, c N+, = N1 . 
We will use induction to construct open sets Gki where k = 1,2,3,. . . and i = 
1, 2, 3, . . . , nk. If [a(B) - Nk] n cl U, = 0, then nk = 1 and Gki = 0 for each k = 
1) 2,3) . . . ) and the induction terminates. Otherwise let k2 = max( k, + 1, 
min{k: [T(B) - Nk] n cl U, # 0}), and let a(2) = k,+ 1. By Lemma 2 there exists a 
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finite open cover {Ei} of [r(B) - Nk,] A cl U, such that diam Ei < ~2-‘(~~, cl Ei c 
Nk,-i, and clE,n(cl GO,uclEj)=O if i#j and Lyman,. 
Let U, be the union of Nk, with every Ei whose closure intersects the closure of 
Nkz. We rename the collection {Ei: cl Ei n cl Nk, = 0} to {G,i: i = 1,2, . . . , nl}. Note 
that the closure of each Gii misses the closure of U,, and the closure of every GOj. 
Also Nk c U,c cl U,C Nk,. Let z E Gli. Since Gii is a subset of Ni, there exists a 
y,i in Y, such that d(z,y,,)<a2-‘. And because diam Gli < ~2~‘(‘) < ~2-~, we 
conclude that d(x, y,i) < E for each x E cl Gii. Therefore cl Glj x {yli} is disjoint 
from B. 
We continue this process inductively to obtain an open cover { Gki: k = 0, 1,2, . . . ; 
i=l,2,..., nk} of rr(B) - Y such that the closure of each Gki misses Y, diam Gki < 
.52 -k-2, and cl Gki n cl G, = 0 if k # m or i #j. Furthermore, for each nonempty Gki 
there exists a yki in Y such that d (X, yki) < ~2~~ for every x in Gki. Hence cl Gki x {yki} 
is disjoint from B. 
Let K = U {cl Gki} u Y. We define a map f: K + Y by requiring that f fixes Y, 
and f(c1 Gki) = yki. We extend f to a map F : X + X. Then by Proposition 4 in [ 19, p. 
2611 qF: X + X is a quasi retraction of X onto Y, but the graph of qF does not 
intersect B, a contradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem 5. •1 
Corollary. If Y is an AQR then Jones’ construction can be used to dejine a quasi- 
retraction r of Q onto Y. 
Proof. Let L denote the collection of all elements B in I( Y) such that r(B) - Y 
is uncountable. We can use Jones’ construction, as in the proof of Theorem 2, to 
define a function r : Q + Q whose image is Y, r fixes Y, and the graph of r intersects 
every element of L. It follows from Theorem 6 that the graph of r intersects every 
element in Z( Y). Hence every neighborhood of the graph of r contains the graph 
of a map f: Q + Q that fixes Y. Therefore r is almost continuous. 0 
Corollary. The following are equivalent: 
(a) Y is an AQR. 
(b) Given a B in Z( Y), either r(B) - Y is uncountable, or B = {(y, y)} for some y 
in Y, or {x} x Y is a subset of B for some x in X - Y. 
Proof. Theorem 6 states that (a) implies (b). To prove that (b) implies (a) construct 
a function r : Q + Q as in the proof of the previous corollary. Then (b) implies that 
the graph of r intersects every element in Z( Y). Hence every neighborhood of the 
graph of r contains the graph of a map f: Q -+= Q that fixes Y. It follows from Lemma 
1 that r is a quasi retraction. Hence Y is an AQR. 0 
Consider the following subcollection of Z( Y): 
E(Y)={BcE(Y): B#{(y,y)} and {x)x Yg B 
for all y E Y, and x E X}. 
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Assume Y is a proper subcompactum of X; i.e. U f X and Y contains at least two 
distinct points a and b. We will show that E(Y) f 0. 
We can express X - Y = Au B, as the disjoint union of two dense subsets A and 
B. Let q :X + X be defined by the rules q(A) = a, q(B) = b and q 1 Y = id. If we 
assume E( Y) = 0 then it follows that r(q) intersects every element of Z( Y), hence 
q is almost continuous! To see that this is impossible, let H be a subcontinuum of 
X - Y with int H #0. Proposition 2 of [19] states that q[ H: H+ X is almost 
continuous. However the graph of q ( H is not connected, contradicting Theorem 3. 
This observation yields the following characterization. 
Theorem 7. A proper subcompacturn Y of an AR space X is an AQR, if and only if 
Z( Y) # 0, and T(B) - Y is uncountable for each B E S(Y). 
Proof. It only remains to verify that if Y is not a proper subcompactum of X then 
E( Y) = 0. This is left as an easy exercise for the reader. q . 
Examples. It follows from Theorems 4 and 7, that if a subcompactum Y of an AR 
space X, does not have the fixed-point property, then there exists a B E Z(Y) such 
that a(B) - Y is countable. The most obvious case to examine is when X = 
{x: 1x1 G 1) is the unit closed ball in E”, and Y = {x: Ix/= 1) is the unit sphere. Let 
B = {(x, -x): x E X}. Clearly T(B) - Y = 0. We claim that B E E( Y). To see this let 
f: X + X be a map that fixes Y. The vector field defined by V(x) = f (x) +x has 
characteristic one when restricted to Y, hence it vanishes at some point z E int X. It 
follows that (z, -z) = (z, f (z)) E B n r( f ). For proving that B is irreducible, for each 
z E int X construct a map that fixes Y, maps {w: 1 WI s lzl} to -z, and extends linearly 
over the entire X. 
For the next example we will let Y be the disk with a spiral (Fig. l), and X a 
disk containing Y. This example is particularly interesting because even though Y 
itself has the fixed-point property, the cone over Y does not. Therefore it follows 
from Theorem 4 that Y is not an AQR. Recall that this was the argument used in 
[l] to answer Stalling’s question in [19]. Here we will explicitly define an element 
B of s( Y), with v(B) - Y = 0. Thus proving that Y is not an AQR directly, without 
using Knill’s result that the cone over Y does not have the fixed-point property. 
A point z = (x, y) in the plane will also be denoted by its polar coordinates 
z = (r, e), where r = IzI = (x2+ y2)l”, x=rcos&andy=rsin@.For-lstsl,and 
s 20, let h(t, s) = (1+ (t +3)2-“, 21~s). Set 
Y={z: ~z~=sl}u{h(l,s): SZO}, 
and 
X= Yu{h(t,s): -l<t<l,s==O}. 
For each s z 0, consider the 
be the closure of the subset 
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arcA,={h(t,s):-l<ttl},anddefineBcXxXto 
m 
u A,x{h(O,s+2-')}uA,x{h(O,s):O~s~2-'}. 
S=O 
It is clear that T(B) - Y = 0. To see that B E E( Y), assume f: X + X is a map 
that fixes Y, such that r(f) n B = 0. Since j-1 Y = id, f fixes the endpoints of A,. 
And note that the point h(0, s + 22’) is not in A, uf(A,). Let q& denote the element 
of the first fundamental group n,[X - {h (0, s + 2-i)}], determined by combining the 
maps id ( A, and f] A,. It follows from the definition of B, and the assumption that 
r(f) n B = 0, that 4. is nontrivial. On the other hand for all sufficiently large s, 4, 
is trivial. To see this note that diam[Ai, uf(AS)] + 0 as s + 00, while dist[A,, h(0, s + 
2-l)] > 2. But since each of the subsets {s: q& is trivial} and {s: & is nontrivial} is 
open, this contradicts the connectedness of [0, CO). Thus B intersects the graph of 
every mapf: X + X that fixes Y. For proving that B is irreducible consider retractions 
of the type 
r,:X~X-{h(t,s):-l<t<l,s<k}, 
such that 
rk({h(t,s): -l<t<l,s<k})c YuAk. 
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